STATEMENT ABOUT SKYBOUND AND STARBREEZE CONTRACT TERMINATION

Milan – 27 February 2019 – Digital Bros acknowledges that Skybound announced today that it has
terminated its contract with Starbreeze for the OVERKILL’s The Walking Dead videogame rights.
The Group, who retains the console publishing rights for the videogame, informs that, in the event that the
agreement between the subsidiary 505 Games and the Swedish Company will be terminated, no additional
payment on the total investment of US $10 Million will be due. The Group will demand the refund of the
advanced payments made for US $4.8 Million.
The console version of the videogame OVERKILL’s The Walking Dead had already been postponed without
any scheduled new release date.
“We are very sorry about the relationship between Skybound and Starbreeze” commented Raffaele Galante,
CEO of Digital Bros Group “however, once this issue will be cleared, we will benefit from less uncertainties
which will help the Group to focus on the numerous upcoming releases of new videogames and the strategic
relationships behind them”.
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About The Digital Bros Group
Listed on the Star segment of Borsa Italiana, Digital Bros Group is a global company that has been operating since
1989 as a developer, publisher and distributor of game entertainment content – video games - in a global market
through various channels: retail and digital – web, social, mobile. Digital Bros Group is active around the world through
its own direct operations in Italy, the United States, the UK, France, Spain, Germany China and Hong Kong, with
approximately 180 employees. The Group's head office is located in Milan, from where all activities are coordinated.
Digital Bros operates in three markets, namely, development, publishing and distribution, under its own brands 505
Games and Halifax.

